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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the dynamic behaviour of a roller chain drive. A mechanical model

of the chain and all other parts of the drive is presented. For a detailed analysis of the

forces and the contact con�guration each link, sprocket, shaft, and guide is treated as

a separate body. All these bodies are speci�ed with their exact contour. In order to

verify the model a test bench has been built where all major excitations and replies of

the system are measured. A method to measure chain forces is shown. A comparison

between measurement and simulation for some results is given.

INTRODUCTION

In combustion engines either roller chain drives, belt drives or geared drives are used to

set the cam shaft and accessory aggregates going. The characteristic features of roller

chains are high solidity, sti�ness, temperature stability and a long working life, while

belts are known to break unscheduled. Every chain drive can consist of several single

chain drives, which again consists of sprockets, pulleys, one-sided and two-sided guides, a

tension device and chain strands.

Because of the large relative velocity not well designed drives su�er from high wear and

ground noise. Moreover it a�ects the cyclic irregularity of the crank shaft and cam shaft,

which again in�uences the gas exchange of the engine. Groesel [7] and other authors

studied the variation in speed and acceleration of a sprocket due to the polygonal e�ect.

The basic work on natural frequencies of a chain span has been done by Binder [1] and

Rachner [11] modeling the span as a series of rigid bodies. Among others Fritzer [3]

researched the behaviour of the strands, modeled as a uniform string.

Nakanishi and Shabana [9] developed a very detailed chain model for large-scale tracked

vehicles, regarding links, sprockets and dampers as separate bodies.

Sey�erth (1992), Pfei�er and Glocker (1993) did the basic work on multi-body systems



with variant structure. They appointed a valid contact con�guration and calculated the

contact forces in this case. The impact equations for such systems are derived in Pfei�er

(1984) and Glocker and Pfei�er (1995).

In this investigation all links are modeled as separate rigid bodies connected by revolute

joints. Contacts to the sprockets are described by nonlinear force laws, regarding the

exact tooth contour.

The model properties of all components of a roller chain drive are shown and the method

to measure chain forces is displayed. The simulation results for a BMW 318 combustion

engine will be compared with the corresponding measurement.

MODEL PROPERTIES
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Figure 1: Kinematic of a Link

Excitations

The major excitations from the engine are the

time dependent rotational speed of the crank

shaft and the variable torque of the cam shaft.

Moreover the discrete nature of chains enforces

an extraordinary excitation at a high frequency,

the so called polygonal frequency, that in�uences

the vibration, noise spectrum and the wear of the

engine. Every time a link gets into contact with

a sprocket, a pulley, or a guide an impact occur

which stimulate all eigenfrequencies of the chain

drive.

Roller Chain

A roller chain consists of links with two pins and others with two bushings. They di�er in

their mass, their moment of inertia and their pitch. The nonlinear force element (Fig. 2)

is used to connect two links together. The elasticity of the link is added to the elasticity

of the force element. Therefore the link can be treated as a rigid body. The motion of a

chain link is given by the translational vector rL and the rotational vector 'L. For planar

motion it is su�cient to consider two translatory degrees of freedom and on rotational

degree of freedom. The vector of minimal coordinates is given as

q
T
L = (xL; yL; 'L):
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Figure 2: Force Element and Characteristic of Damping



Chain-Shaft

The item chain-shaft enfolds all shafts with a sprocket. It optionally consists of an elastic

body, eccentricities like cams, plain bearings and sprockets. Depending on the frequency

range the rigid degrees of freedom of the shaft have to be supplemented by the elastic

DOF's according to Ritz:

uel = u
T (z)qu(t) (1)

uel = v
T (z)qv(t) (2)

uel = '
T (z)q'(t) (3)

The vector of the coordinates of the shaft can be written as:

q
T
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u q
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Figure 3: Toothing of a Sprocket

Every sprocket is assigned to a chain-shaft.

Chain-shafts which connect several single chain

drives possess two or more sprockets. The ex-

act tooth contact is considered, in order to give

a detailed description of the contact con�gura-

tion. Figure (3) illustrates the typical toothing

of a sprocket with the contact areas tooth pro-

�le and seating curve. The contact contour is

de�ned by circles. Using a toothing �xed coor-

dinate system the centers of these circles can be

easily determined.

rK(s) =

 
x(s)

y(s)

!
(5)

For chain shafts plain bearings can be de�ned. Forces on the shafts are calculated ac-

cording to Glienicke [4] and Someya [13]. The translatory degrees of freedom of a

chain-shaft are determined by the number of bearings per shaft. If no bearings are given

qu and qv of equation (4) vanish.

Chain Guide

One sided and double sided guides are applied to reduce the vibrations of the chain

strands. Furthermore a tension guide is seated at the slack side, to give the chain
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Figure 4: Model Properties of a Tension Guide

drive a de�nite initial stress. The

contour of a guide is composed of cir-

cles and lines. It is again described

by the parameter s. At the connec-

tion point the value of the �rst deriva-

tion of the two functions must be the

same, to prevent unsteady velocities

of the link. Curvatures of lines and

circles di�er from each other. There-

fore contact forces are discontinuous

at this point.



Tension Device

Tension devices applied in combustion engines usually consist of a spring, several oil

chambers, valves, a liner and a husk. Due to their plurality every kind of tensioner has to

be modeled separate. This should be done very accurately because of the great in�uence

of the tensioner to the dynamic of the whole system chain drive.

The tension device of the BMW 318 has got only one pressure chamber and one spring.

It can be speci�ed as a force element consisting of a spring and a damper.

Contact Model

If a link comes in contact with a sprocket the meeting point is de�ned by the contour

of the sprocket and by a contour circle with the diameter of a chain roller seated in the

reference point HL (Fig.1). Modeling the contact between a link and a guide the link

plate is the contact partner. Corresponding to the contact model above, a contour circle

with the diameter of the plate width is used.

Experience shows that links can loose the contact. Therefore the model has to comply

the following requests:

� All contacts are characterized by unilateral constraints, allowing a link to lift o� the

contour.

� An algorithm, describing the complementarity conditions of the contacts, is used to

make the mutual dependence of the contact con�guration apparent.

MECHANICAL MODEL

A detailed description of the mechanical model is described at Fritz [2]. The following

describes only the basic ideas. Starting with the Newton-Euler equation

J
T
T ( _p� F

e) + JT
R(

_L�M e) = 0 (6)

the equation of motion for every body has to be calculated and transformed into the

following complexion:

M �q = h+
X
J
T
F +W� (7)

M represents the mass matrix, q the minimal coordinates. The right hand side of the

equation includes all forces and torques in di�erent notations.

� Vector h denotes forces and moments already formulated in the con�guration space.

� J
T
F transpose forces and moments from the constraint to the con�guration space.

� W� is the result of the segmentation of F = n� ) J
T
F = J

T
n� = w�. For

several forces the amounts and vectors get combined to the vector � and the matrix

W .

A valid contact con�guration has to be determined by evaluating the position and it's

derivations for all bodies. The complementarity for unilateral constrains is given according

to Glocker [6]:

�gn;i � 0 ; �i � 0 ; �gn;i�i = 0



MEASUREMENT METHODS

In the following the measurement of chain forces is described. For the description of the

test rig as well as other measurements made see Kell [8].

Figure (6) shows the con�guration of sensors and telemetry. The antenna has the same

geometry like the chain line of the drive. Therefore the distance between the transmitter

and the antenna is constant. The antenna is connected to a receiver, which also supplies

the energy for the signal transmitter by frequency modulation. The transmitter is glued

on a L-shaped link. The link in front of the transmitter bears four strain gauges aligned

to a full bridge. At the outer side of the link the stresses resulting from bending and load

add up. At the inner side load and bending compensate each other.

Therefore the best sensitivity of the full bridge can be reached by using strain gauges

along the link orientation at the inner side of the link-plates and such across the link

orientation at the outer side.

To insure a faultless transmission of the signal the necessary energy used at the moving

parts must be much smaller than the energy supplied by the antenna. Therefore the

following facts have to be kept in mind:

� The antenna must be exactly tuned on the environment of the test rig. This ensures

that a maximum of energy will be transmitted to the signal transmitter. This can

be obtained by parallel and serial switched condensers.

� The impedance of the strain gauges must be as large as possible (� 2000
) to

minimize the current in the bridge.

� The full bridge must be balanced very exactly (approximately 0.1 mV). Otherwise

the receiver will be out of the frequency range.

� All electrical components have to be NP0 Components to reach temperature stabil-

ity.

Due to the size of the transmitter it is not possible to check the supplied voltage for the

full bridge (5.9 V). Hence if the transmittion is troubled the signal may runaway within

a short spot.

RESULTS

A numerical simulation was performed on the chain drive shown in Figure (7) The model

has got 320 degrees of freedom (106�3 links, 1 guide, 1 sprocket). The crank shaft is

excited by a time dependent rotation speed, resulting from measurements. Hence this

sprocket as well as the �xed guide on the tight strand has no degrees of freedom.

Veri�cation

Figure (5) gives an exemplary comparison of measuring (left) and simulation (right). The

�rst curve shows the rotational irregularity of the cam shaft the second the displacement

of the tension guide in the time and frequency domain.

The frequency domain of the cam shaft irregularity shows a very good analogy for the

important frequencies and their magnitudes. The BMW 318 is a four-cylinder-four-stroke

combustion engine. Hence the second order of the crankshaft revolution and it's multiples

are the main frequencies.
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Figure 5: Veri�cation at 3000 RPM

The frequency domain of the displacement of the guide is again close to the measure-

ment. Here again the second order is the main frequency. The time domain of the signal

is somewhat di�erent to the measurement, which is related to a di�erent phase. Because

every link is modeled as a separate body slightly wrong parameters of the damping char-

acteristic or the mass summarize to a phase displacement in the positions.

Chain Forces

Figure (7) shows the graph of the forces in a link during one and a quarter withlow.

The link passes four areas during one circulation. Zone (I) starts at the beginning of the

tight strand. The respective magnitudes are dominated by changes in the highly dynamic

torque of the cam shaft which oscillates with the second order of the crankshaft revolution.

The link leaves the tight strand and enters the crank shaft (II). The magnitudes decreases

rapidly until the loose strand is reached. Scope (III) is dominated by little changing forces

at a low level. The force in this area mainly depends on the pre-load and the dynamic of

the tensioner. After passing the cam shaft (IV) the link enters again the tight strand.

The measured and simulated chain forces show the same global manner of the magni-

tudes (7). In zone (III) are two essential di�erences between measurement and simulation

transparent. The simulation shows the same maximum forces but smaller minimum forces

and in the simulation the polygonal frequency is much more dominant than in the mea-

surement. The loose strand is dominated by the tension device. The parameters of the

model of the tension device have been determined without the measurement of the chain

forces. A simulation with a di�erent pre-load of the tensioner, should reach better results
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Figure 7: Chain Forces at 1000 RPM, Chain Drive of a BMW318

CONCLUSION

The presented model of a roller chain drive includes all items with their exact contour.

Due to the size of the model many parameters have to be determined which is sometimes

di�cult. The measurement of chain forces gives already a good insight on the dynamic of

the chain drive. However it's di�cult to get a stable transmission of the signal. Moreover

a control of the supply voltage for the full bridge is not yet performed.

The veri�cation of the model shows a good agreement between measurement and simula-

tion. The chain forces shows di�erences while the link passes the loose strand, which can

be solved by a better coordination of the parameters of the tension device.
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